EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

1. The minutes from the Globecom 2018 meeting were approved.

2. An update was given on standards activities.

3. The CTW Steering Committee Charter document was presented and approved by vote.


5. Workshop reports were given for CTW 2018 and CTW 2019, and a proposal was given for CTW 2020.

DETAILED MINUTES

Meeting called to order at 6:35 PM by Erik Perrins, Chair

OPENING BUSINESS

1. E. Perrins opened the meeting by briefly explaining what the CTTC does.

2. E. Perrins reviewed the main items from the Globecom 2017 minutes. The minutes were approved with no corrections or additions.

3. In his Chair’s Remarks, E. Perrins explained the main responsibilities of CTTC (oversight of CTW, GC/ICC communication theory symposium and related symposia, other activities like Fellow endorsements and internal CTTC awards). He also covered the mailing list and the way that one can become a member, and also an active member. The meeting attendees were encouraged to volunteer by e-mail if interested in serving as GC/ICC symposia co-chair, or helping organize a future CTW.

4. G. Alexandropoulos, CTTC Standards Liaison, gave a brief presentation of various standards activities that are of interest to CTTC. The information in his presentation is also available via the CTTC webpage.

5. J. Andrews presented a brief summary of the CTW Steering Committee Charter document. The charter details how the Steering Committee members are selected, how long they serve, and their responsibilities toward CTW. The charter document was then approved by unanimous vote as binding. The document will be posted on the CTTC website.

SYMPOSIA AND WORKSHOP REPORTS

6. Communication Theory Symposium Reports:
- ICC 2018: A. Yener reported the following statistics: 42 accepted out of 111 submissions (38%); 138 TPC members, 3 papers each; 7 oral sessions.
- Globecom 2018: N. Mehta reminded attendees of the approaching review due date of June 21. The current statistics are 127 TPC members and 131 submitted (active) papers.
- ICC 2019: J. Coon gave general information about the dates and encouraged attendees to volunteer as TPC members (contact co-chairs: J. Coon, M. Valenti, and Feng Shu).

7. Workshop Reports:

- CTW 2018: E. Perrins presented brief recap of CTW 2018, which was held the prior week. The financial details, technical program details, and photographs were shared.
- CTW 2019: P. Popovski presented plans for the workshop in Iceland, May 27–29. He presented a preliminary draft of the technical program and photos of the venue. The social program has a number of good options that are being explored.
- CTW 2020: A. Eckford presented a proposal for the workshop to be held in Banff, Alberta, Canada during May 17–20, 2020. The proposal detailed two possible hotel venues, travel information, and local attractions. He solicited comments from the attendees about the options presented. The proposal now goes to the CTW Steering Committee.

8. The meeting was adjourned at 7:40 pm to be reconvened in December at Globecom 2018, Abu Dhabi.
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